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A New Christian Music Artist Can Sell their music for a Living using the CLD

Christian Music Artists and Labels now have a place to Target their Specific Audiences using CLD Apps!

Oct. 21, 2014 - PRLog -- The Christian music industry is growing and seeing new strides, however, the old
model of talent and labels still dominates the landscape and most Christian artists are not seeing their music
 sell as it should.  “The Christian Library on Demand (CLD) is here to serve Christian music artists,
however there has to be a change in perspective from the music labels which is consistent with the internet
music revolution,” says Terrence A. Lovett, CEO of the CLD.  Although there are more artists than ever
before with more distribution than ever before, radio still dictates success in Christian music.  Radio is still
very hard to gain access to in every part of the music industry, but radio is in decline so how will new artist
find new audiences?

“New artists and record labels must learn to think of their music productions as products instead of songs,”
says Gerald Wiggins, CLD SVP of Distribution and International Development, “A song is a product and it
needs to be treated in that manner.”  Market segmentation is a friend to music companies but it is not being
adequately leveraged.  Micro-markets not based upon race and region, await those who can harness them
from internet targeting and new customer development methods.  However, how does one develop a new
customer in an age where radio means less and less to the new artist looking to launch their careers?

“If you are looking to be a star, then this stuff does not mean much to you,” says Darcey Hutchinson, CFO
of the CLD, “but if you are looking to earning a living or develop a business with your music then you need
to know how to develop and maintain a customer base.”  Successful artists in the past have often not seen
the fruits of their work and generally end up in financial difficulties.  They usually have to go find a job
after successful albums and this is common among Christian artists.  “Most artists have to be on tour or
performing all the time in order to really earn a living in music,” says Wiggins, “most artist are certainly
not living off the sales of their music, but they could be if they learned to market their music properly.”

“Marketing Christian music is the same as any product or service, you need to target a market, find content
which fits that demographic and sponsor that content,” says Lovett.  Television and cable marketing has
worked for years, but the expense of advertising has always been a limitation for the music industry except
for the most successful artist.  “But today, the internet has opened an opportunity for legacy businesses
generally locked out of mass marketing to enter these markets using content which targets its music
demographics and finally get the opportunity to build audiences just like corporate brands,” says
Hutchinson.  The Christian Library on Demand stands as a niche offering which opens the door to Christian
music labels and independent artists to no longer depend upon the diminishing returns of legacy channels.

“The CLD is so affordable an independent music artist could launch a professional music campaign and
truly reach their target audiences and finally build that audience for their songs,” says Lovett.  “For those
artists who truly show talent and brand savvy, we offer distribution which makes sense for an artist trying
to sell their music,” says Wiggins.  If you are a Christian music artist of any genre seeking to sell your
music, then the Christian Library on Demand streaming video networks is the place to make your mark.
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We are the Christian Library on Demand (CLD) a Christian entertainment company.  We have Christian
entertainment available on streaming video apps!  Just search “Christian Library on Demand” in your
Apple or Android App store.  It is a FREE download!   If you have a smart TV with access to the Google
Play Store, Yahoo App store or the Samsung Smart Hub you can download “EnLive” Smart TV App!

We have lots of FREE content that you can browse and enjoy.  When you are ready for more subscribe and
access hundreds of hours of programs for a reasonable price.  CLD mobile app is only $3 a month.  The
EnLive Smart TV App is only $5 a month.  Just go to www.ChristianLibraryonDemand.com for more info
the CLD mobile app!  And Go to www.EnLiveTV.com for more info on the EnLive Smart TV App!

Contact Terrence A. Lovett or Darcey Hutchinson for details

Terrence_Lovett@Christianlibraryondemand.com

Darcey_Hutchinson@Christianlibraryondemand.com

720-275-5387

Contact
Christian Library on Demand
***@christianlibraryondemand.com
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